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Verse 1

Tip top of the morning another day another toppa
Recording touring no time for snoring my life's a lot
Of things but it sure aint boring 24 and 7 I'm calling
The shots imma rock til heaven is falling king of the
Hill like Lauren make beats, then I rap then I sing my
Chorus It's my day flossing, my day bossing, no
pausing
Until I'm in a coffin trying to make a little sense in
A world distorted you hate lil Red cus your girl adore
Him how many bars? seems I got like 4 left just about
Enough for me to brag some more and break every
door
In, roaring: all in! I'd be lying if I didn't say I
Want some more man

Chorus

Do what I got to do for me to get by 24/7 and 365 cus
Everybody wants a piece of the pie get your hands out
Your pockets reach for the sky get them high

Verse 2

I won't wait til summer comes, I'm back to claim heat
Get what I want, can't stack no daydreams so I hustle
Some, I came to scheme if your life been troublesome
Then we're on the same team you can't change me,
chain
Me or cage me if I can't breathe I break free my task
May seem type insane, well maybe it's half and half

Crazy/bravery he's AA why he talk like that?, RR why he
Walk like that?, cus I see why cus life aint passing
Me by I reach for the sky, get my piece of the pie and
All I want is to be free til I die I've crawled, I've
Walked don't need a reason to fly so get em, go on
get, 
Get em (get em high) I keep hope alive no I wont let it
(Let it die! )
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Chorus

Do what I got to do for me to get by 24/7 and 365 cus
Everybody wants a piece of the pie get your hands out
Your pockets reach for the sky get them high

Verse 3

See I don't preach, I practice it goes: if I eat then
You eat and that's it best believe Imma meet each
Challenge believe lil Red keep at it weak rappers now I
Life these standards so now they're saying he a sneaky
Bastard and though the snow goes knee deep, no
adapting
Cus the beat sound like I'm on a beach relaxing

Chorus

Do what I got to do for me to get by 24/7 and 365 cus
Everybody wants a piece of the pie get your hands out
Your pockets reach for the sky get them high
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